
Musician and anthropologist, 
producer, singer-songwrite, guitar 
player and creator of “Tres flamenco”, 
Raúl Rodríguez (Seville, 1974) has a 
degree in History and Cultural 
Anthropology (University of Seville). 
Since 1992 he has been musician 
accompanist with Kiko Veneno, 
Martirio (his mother), Javier Ruibal 
and Juan Perro (Santiago Auserón), 
and has carried out his own projects, as 
the ensembles Caraoscura (1992-1995) 
and Son de la Frontera (2003-2008)  
 
Raúl Rodríguez has published two 
albums alone in a CD/book format:  
Razón de Son and La raíz eléctrica (FOL 
Música, 2014 and 2017), in which he 
develops a line of research and 
composition in a crossbred discipline, a 
sort of “cantes de ida y vuelta creative 
anthropomusic” that investigates the 
intercultural origin of early flamenco 

music, a travel to the cultural crossover that occurred in the Afro-Caribbean colonies in 
connection with Andalusia 
 
Parallel to the concerts, he continues with his anthropological research work and begins to 
develop a side as a lecturer, with the music conference "AntropoMúsica de Ida y Vuelta" in 
which, through sound examples, old recordings and documented explanations, he exposes 
the bonds of affinity between flamenco music and the sound traditions of the Afro-
Andalusian Caribbean territory. " 
AntropoMúsica de Ida y Vuelta" has been programmed since 2015 in various places in Spain 
and the USA, adapting in each case to the different spaces and environments, such as those 
of the XLVII Meeting of Cante Jondo of La Puebla de Cazalla (Seville), or the Universities 
of Barcelona, Cádiz, Sevilla or Riverside (Los Angeles, USA), CUNY Graduate Center (NY), 
organizations as Casa América or cultural centers in Veracruz (Mexico), Antananarivo 
(Madagascar), Bamako (Mali), Dakar (Senegal) or Malabo (Equatorial Guinea). In the last 
years, Raúl has developed in these tours, intercultural creation meetings, focusing these 
participations as a comprehensive project in which research, training and cooperation 
between musicians from different cultures have a place in. 
 
For more than 30 years of career, he has recorded and play live concerts with artists such 
as Chavela Vargas, Compay Segundo, Enrique Morente, Jackson Browne, Omara 
Portuondo, Toumani Diabaté, Lila Dows, Silvia Pérez-Cruz, Luz  Casal, Soledad Bravo, 
Susana Baca, Susana Rinaldi, Marta Valdés, Jorge Drexler, Manuel García, Raimundo and 
Rafael Amador, Manuel Molina, Jorge Pardo, Chano Domínguez, Javier Colina, Carles 
Benavent, Guillermo McGill, Jerry González, Pancho Amat, Dorantes, Rocío Molina, 
Arcángel, Rocío Márquez,  Miguel Poveda, Mayte Martín, Duquende, Maui Martín 
Buscaglia, Kevin Johansen, Jonathan Wilson, Phil Manzanera, Habib Koité, Tony Allen, 
Trilouk Gurtu, Rajery, Carlos Núñez, Ojos de Brujo, Los Estanques, Coetus, Eliseo Parra, 
Luis Pastor, Miguel Ríos, Peret, Silvio y sus Diplomáticos, Andorrano and Juan Camas, 
among others. 


